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Manchester York Rite Bodies
Resume Our Labors
Brothers, Companions, and Sir Knights, I hope you all
have had an enjoyable Summer! It is nearing the time
for us to resume our work in the quarries and I
personally am looking forward to it. Of course with the
beginning of every Fall comes the period for our Annual
Visitation cycle; ours will be held 23 Sept 15. This year,
the GHP and MIGM, have laid out a new plan for our
Visitations. Each of the various local YR
Chapters/Council will have a combined meeting, but will
open and close on either the RAM or Select Master and
their inspection will be on one of the opposite
degrees. This year we will be opening and closing on the
Council and our inspection will be on the MMM. It was
decided to take this path as we have candidates in
waiting and felt this was the best way to get them on the
path. Accordingly, we will need to have a couple
practices before both events. I am looking for help with
the visitation, as we have not had a regular turnout and
need companions to fill the roles for the Council
opening. Please contact me if you want to take on a
part.

Other News
This Summer the three Grand YR body heads held a
series of Townhall sessions at each of the local
bodies. These were very informative meetings that
provided some great insight into the "pulse" of the Rite
within NH. The minutes of the meetings are being
consolidated and the three Grands plan to address the
various areas. They also plan on having another series
of Townhalls at a later time to go over the progress that
has been made. Look for more to come!
There will also be future Instructional sessions held in
the next few months. These will continue where the

Conventicle and Chapter/Council of Instructions left off.
Watch for further details as they become available.
One last thing! If you have not had a chance to see the
new NH York Rite Page, I suggest you take a look. Each
Grand body has a page with the latest announcements
(of which there are quite a few for the upcoming year)
please take some time to take a look
(http://nhyorkrite.org/).
Godspeed,
Patrick "Sully" O'Sullivan
HP, IM, and EC
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